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The Conceptual Content of Conversation

by

Roger C. Schank

and

- f . Wendy G. L.ehnert

1. Introduction

Conversational. interaction between people appears to be the most

sophisticated of all natural language processing tasks. People draw

on an unrestricted rang e of knowledge struc t ures and rules specific to

conversation in order to interpret what someone really means in a

conversational setting. The process of’ communication is extremely

complex , and it is possible to make man y different responses to a

sentence without breaking the conversational continuity . Sometimes

the very act of ~~~~~~~~ responding along one particular conversational

line is often a statement in itself. A large portion of the

conversational process takes place beneath the surface of the actual

conversation . In trying to spell out the rules that people use in

conversation, it is necessary to account for all this “hidden1’

communication; explanations that are limited to the surface

interaction will not provide a sufficient perspective.

This work was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense and monitored under the Office of
Naval Research under contract N0001’$—75—C—1111.
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There are many levels of information flow when two people engage

in conversation . Perhaps the best vehicle for examining what goes on

I ~ under the surface of a conversation is to look at a conversation

between emotionally related people~~who share a great deal of

background information. We have chosen, therefore, to examine a

hypothetical argum ent between a husband and wife:

Al :  Why were you out so late last night?
Bi: I went bowling with the boys .

A2: I thought you hated bowling .
82: It’s ok when I have some company .

L I  A3 : Aren ’t I company?
83: It’s not the same.

‘1 
A’$: Sure, because you can’t pick up women at home.
B4: I don ’t pick up women at the bowling alley.

A5: Well, who says you go to the bowling alley?
85: If I told you that’s where I was, that’s where I was .

A6: Then how come you smelled of perfume last night?
S6: ‘Wha t perfume? That was smoke .

A7: It sure was a funny kind of smoke.
B7: Well maybe it was .

A8: You’ll get arrested if you do that in a bowling alley.
88: We didn ’t do it in a bowling alley.

A9: Then where were you last night?
89: All right. I was at Joe’s house. We had a few beers and smoked

some dope. I didn ’t want to tell you because I know you can’t
stand Joe .

AlO: Liar! And hanging around with that creep. I want a
divorce.

Having seen the entire exchange, it is possible to produce a

paraphrase of the conversation which highlights its emotional and

power—oriented aspects:

Al: Listen, this is important to me.
Bi: Ok.
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A2: You’re lying to me.
B2: No I’m not .

A3: I don ’t think you love me.
A3: That has nothing to do with it.

A~: You’re cheating on me. -

B~: I am not.

A5: I don’t believe you.
B5: Enough of this!

A6 : I have evidence.
B6: No you don ’t.

A7: I think I do.
B?: Think again.

AB: You’re being stupid.
B8: No way.

A9: Aha l You trapped yourself.
• B9: I give up.

AIO: That does it. I’ve got you now.

While this paraphrase captures the emotional aspect of what

occurred in the original conversation, it leaves out the substantive

content. It is not a natural conversation which we would expect two

people to have. What is he lying about? What is her evidence? In

short, we have no idea what they’re talking about beyond the fact that

she is looking for an assurance of love or an admission of some sort.

The exchange on this level does have special continuity

properties, however. Each of his statements seems to follow from hers

in an acceptable manner. He seems to be responding to her. But many

of her statements appear to come out of the blue . How does it make

sense for her to say “You’re lying to me ,” after he says “ok”? Why

does she say “Aba! You’ve trapped yourself!” after he says “No way”?

There is no continuity in these transitions. Our abstraction has

I

~
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deleted some important aspects of the exchange which are necessary for

its comprehension. At the same time , these discontinuities represent

a strategic imbalance In the conversation. People on the defensive

are usually in the position of responding to things; people on . the

offensive normally ini t ia te  things. In fac t , if’ we consider the

exchange in terms of offensive and defensive moves , it does appear

that she is primarily an aggressive offensive player while he is

largely defensive. It therefore makes sense that his statem ents

address hers while hers often seem to ignore his.

This paraphrased version of the original conversation focuses on

three levels of conversational interaction : dominance , trust , and the

interpersonal relationship of the participants. In our analysis of

conceptual content we have isolated at least twelve parallel levels of

• communication , each of which characterizes a particular type of

information exchange. In order to fully understand or participate in

a conversation, it is necessary to “track” the conversation on each of

• I these twelve levels. However, conversational continuity can be

preserved by maintaining continuity on any one level. It follows that

• the “thread” of a conversation can be decompo sed into as many as

twelve “strands” (or dimensions), all simultaneously present and

active. This being the case, it is easy to see how people often “miss

the point,” or misinterpret what they’re told . A mistake on any one

of these levels will, result in a misunderstanding of some sort.

We can analyze any given conversation in terms of (1] the

implicit information that is present underneath the surface of the

conversation , or (2] the rules of conversation that are operating at

4 

—— - - - . -
~~~~~~~~

• ~~~~~~~ •-
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each of our twelve levels of’ interaction . We will discuss the above

marital altercation in terms of’ these two viewpoints , but our

presentation Is not intended to suggest that any real division exists;

in any process model for conversation these two aspects must be fully

integrated .

• 2. Contextual Knowledge

When an anxious wife asks her husband about his whereabouts , she

is ultimately concerned with something more than a literal accoun t of

his locational meanderings. She is really interested In something

else. Without explicitly saying so , she wants to know if he is seeing

other women , or bar hopping , or committing some other taboo that she

considers to be a violation of his personal commitmen t to her . In

reality , people are very idiosyncratic about their taboos and so the

business of inference at this level is fairly risky . Some women are

threatened by affairs , some are primarily concerned with compulsive

gambling , while others may find certain recreational activities to be

the most intolerable offense . The better we know the speaker , the

more certainty we can place on our inferences because we have

knowledge about that individual’ s personal situation , beliefs , and

role— related expectations . Without personal knowledge of the speaker ,

we mus t fall back on stereotypes. A stereotype may or may not provide

us with accurate assumptions for any given person ; inferences based

on stereotypic expectations can always be wrong . So while one can

always argue about the validity of stereotypes , we are concerned here

• only with their function: stereotypes provide people with a set of

assumptions that can be used when real knowledge of a particular

~

• ~~~~~~~ - - - - .---- • — . •~~-—-•~~—• -- -- -— •---
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individual is lacking . Professors are smart. Cats are afraid of

dogs. Poets are sensitive. Most stereotypes have evolved because

they tend to hold true. Others have suspect origins. For example , a

feminist might argue that negative stereotypes about women are a

political device of the male establishment , designed to keep women in

a position that is advantageous to men . But whatever their source or

validity, all stereotypes are used the same way: to provide tentative

assumptions in the absence of first—hand knowledge .

With this in mind , we will now consider the various types of

knowledge that must be accessed In order to understand our

F • husband/wife conversation. The first question ,

• 
A l :  Why were you out so late last night?

• imm ed~~ tely requires a number of inferences in order to be properly

interpreted . Because we know a woman is directing this question to

her husband , we understand that she had an expectation about his

• arrival time which was violated . “So late” can only be interpreted in

terms of her ex pectations. While we do not need to know exactly when

he came home , or exactly when she thinks he should have com e home , we

accept her query as valid because we have thematic knowledge about the

behavior of married couples. Married people expect to be with each

other at night , and any deviation from this normative pattern deserves

explanation. The same question would make far less sense in the

• context of a night clerk at a hotel confronting a registered guest.

a -.-- - - — — — — - ---- •~~~—.--.—-- .~~-----•-—— --~,-——- ——- -- --•- • • — - - - -— .•• - --——--..--- --.—--—--—,—
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Scriptal knowledge is referenced in his response:

Bi: I went bowling with the boys.

A script—based inference at this point will turn out to be crucial

I 
later in the conversation : if he were bowling then he must have been

• at a bowling alley . When he subsequently claims that he wasn ’t

(smoking dope) in a bowling alley , she demands to know where else he

was . This slip—up on his part would not have signalled an

inconsistency if script—based inferences about bowling had not been

made.

Knowledge of goal s and plans is needed to understand that

• A~ : Sure , because you can ’t pick up women at hone.

is in fact an accusation . Had she countered with , “Sure , because you

can’t burn envelopes at home ,” it would be difficult to understand her

rejoii der. (Why would anyone want to burn envelopes? ) Picking up

• • women on the other hand , is easily understood as a plan designed to

satisfy the cyclic satisfaction goal of S—sex CSchank and Abelson

1977) . But the fact that picking up women makes sense is not

sufficient for this to be an accusation . It is an accusation only

because we know that the marriage role theme assumes a goal

subsumption strategy for S—sex (Wilenaky 1978) which furthermore

precludes all other behavior directed towards the satisfaction of that

goal. If he admits to this planfu]. behavior , he is admitting more

than a simple “Yes, I pick up women ,” or even “Yes, I pick up women

for the purpose of sex .” An admission of such behavior is more

significantly a rejection of his marital agreement. With such a major
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role theme at stake , we are not surprised to hear his denial . If we

were in the context of a conversation between two men in which one

acc used the another of picking up women at a bowling alley , we would

not expect such stubborn denials. On the contrary , thematic knowledge

about macho behavior would turn any such accusation into a compliment.

A partial overview of the thematic information needed to understand

this conversation is presented below.

LOVE THEME HUSBAND ROLE THEME
CX loves Y) ~X husband of 1)

• 1 X goes to work
1 if X ha s free time
then X will want to 1 2 X comes home

• spend it with Y
3 X spends evening with I

2 if X goes to some choices:
soc ial event , I A) X&~ spend evening at home
will ordinarily I B) X&Y go to MOVIES , REST A URANT
go along . I BOWLIN G , DANCING etc

3 if X is out alone I 4 if X goes out at night
then X does not X tells I where and

• get involved with I comes home on time
members of the
opposite sex 5 X tells the truth to I

Also relevant here is the MARRIAGE theme which encompasses the

HUSBAND theme as a subpart. In addition certain societal. social rules

are necessary. These are given below:

THE MA R RIAGE THEME SOME SOCI AL RULES

X MARR IED TO I ____________________

• 1 X loves Y 1 You may only love one
2 X marries I I person at a t ime
3 then either : 1 2 If you avoid doing something it’ s

X&Y are unhappy because you dislike it
or X&Y are happy 1 3 People avoid people they dislike

I 4 People do what they like to do 
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IF X&Y are unhappy , then: 1

X&Y fight
X may go out alone I
X may find other womanl

this causes:
Y becomes unhappy I .

X&Y fight more 1

The LOVE , HUSBAND , and MARRIAGE themes are accessed as soon as we

understand that this is a conversation between a husband and wife.

These themes effectively describe the context of the conversation and

help us make appropriate inferences about the conversation. This

contextual information is equally crucial for the first—hand

participants of a conversation .

• Anyone participating in a conversation must be thoroughly aware

of the hidden implications lurking behind every statement . The import

• of a statemen t is often a function of the inferences we make on the

basis of contextual information. Whenever a knowledge structures can

:1 be safely assumed , remarkably l ittle surface communication is devoted

to critical information which can be inferred from this common

knowledge . People are not encouraged to state “the obvious .” But

there are many ways that implicit information can be obvious , and we

must consider different levels of conv ersat ional communication in

order to understand exactly what constitutes a valid conversational

response.

3. Levels of Conversation

Our analysis of conversational. content is motivated by the realm

of reasonable responses people can make during a given conversation .

Conversations can “turn” in a number of distinct directions, but some

L 
_ _  _ _ _ _  

- •
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transitions are far more natural than others. By characterizing

reasonable responses in terms of conversational levels, we can arrive

at a decomposition for the surface communication which captures the

conceptual content of a conversational interaction . •

TW ELV E LE VELS OF CONV ERSAT ION

1. Direct Q—A : This is the explicit surface level of communication
where “literal” content is processed.

2. Knowledge State: Statements here f i l l  in the gaps in the
knowledge of’ the hearer or attempt to subtly elicit what the hearer
really knows about a situation .

3. Dominance Games: At this level a speaker tries to get the upper
hand in an adversary type conversation. Typical strategies here
include putting the other speaker on the defensive , or blunting an
attack with an accusation .

4. Emotions of A: Many statements can be interpreted as expressions
of’ how the speaker is feeling at the moment . Emotional states are
often explicitly described at the surface level of a conversation.

• 5. Emotions of B: This is the same as the one above it , except that
It refers to the emotions of the other speaker .

6. Relationship of A and B: This is the level at which implicit or
• 

• 

explicit statements are made about the relationship between the
participants. This goes on continuously all the time (mostly
implicitly) even in formal discussions .

7. Argument strategy: This level describes strategic exchanges when
• the conversation involves an argument about some disagreement.

8. Import : The true significance of a communication is often present
only by inference. Thi s level of analysis tracks the most significant
aspect of conversational interactions.

9. Implicit Beliefs: Beliefs used as presuppositions for a statement
are constantly being accepted (by not discussing them ) or rejected (by
making explicit corrections).

10. Points: The ultimate goal of’ a conversation can often be about
something other than what it seems to be about . (Disc ussions between
unattached men and women frequently have this flavor.) This level
keeps track of’ any underlying goals and is responsible for
interpreting information in terms of that goal orientation.
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11. Topic Shifts: Statements such as ‘Don ’t change the topic ’ are
surface realizations of this level. Topics themselves are tracked and
can be discussed .

12. Truth and trust: The truth, believability, or trust of the other
participant are constantly monitored and sometimes surface.

- 
The twelve levels of conver sation each carries a set of rules

which control responses at that level . We shall now consider what the

• rules are like for a few of the levels. In order to do so , will.

ex amine our example sentence Al:  “Why were you out so late last

night?” and we will consider the conceptua l content of this question

at various level s of conversational analysis. To begin we will look

• at the simplest level , level 1:

I CATEGORY: level 1: Direct Q—A
• INPUT ANALYSIS : why question.

HOW WE KNOW : rules for analyzing English are used .
RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: Requires fact

• WHERE FROM : the needed fact will be found in episodic event
• memory .
• HOiI WE KNOW WHA T TO SELECT: an assessment of A’ s knowledge state

establishes what fact is missing .
HOW WE KNOW TO DO THAT: rules about answering why questions

provide the algorithm .

In order to answer Al at level 1 , It must be analyzed as being a “Why

Question ” . This is sufficient for beginning to create a response at

level 1. This information is obtainable from the input English itself

• by processes specific to question answering (Lehnert 1978].

Once this analysis is completed , the response requirements must

be obtained . In this case we need a fact. Its availablity must be

obtained ; here the fact should be in episodic memory . A choice

algorithm must be given as wel l where choices are based on an

• assessment of the knowledge state of A. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
—-••--

~~~~~~~~~~~
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To see better how this works we will examine some of the other

levels in the same way. Level 3, dominance games, is responsible for

tracking the power relationships in the conversation itself. That is,

a conversation is sometimes a battlefield on which subtle tactics are

being used . Conversations may address this level of conversation both

implicitly and explicitly.

CATEGORY: level 3: Dominance Games
INPUT ANALY SIS: “You are going to be on the defensive now!”
HOW WE KNOW : ‘Why questions’ are candidates for level 3 analysis.

If the reason being asked for addresses a role
* theme violation (or other potential inadequacy

on the part of the hearer), then the above
analysis applies.

WHY WE LOOKED THERE: A sufficient condition for a level 3 analysis is an
• inadequacy or failure to conform to expectations.

RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: Level 3 responses are almost always
under the sur face. When one is put on the
defensive, one has the choice of either
returning the fire or accepting the defensive.
The decision is based on the emotional
relationship and power relationship of the
participants. Once the choice has been made
it affects the form and content of the
response.

HOW W~ KNOW WHAT TO SELECT: A consistency check on any presuppositions
is needed to determine whether the attack
is valid . Thus, we need to check facts as
they exist in memory.

Our sample conversation can be viewed in many possible ways, one

of which is as a kind of battle. Certain sentences overtly address

the power gaming issue but nearly every sentence in an argument

addresses this issue in some way. In this conversation A is attacking

B. B is on the defensive initially, but B fires back in 32 by saying

“It’s (bowling) okay when I have company”. Now this statement says

man y things, but on the level of dominance games, it is a covert

attack on A’s value as company . A responds explicitly to the attack

• but not to the dominance game. An explicit response to the dominance

—- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
— ---

~~~
--— ---—
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game might have been , “Don’t attack me just when I’ve got you!” .

• A retakes the offensive in A4 by averring that B is picking up

women at the bowling alley, which is presumably an agreed upon bad

thing. This puts B back on the defensive again in B4. This kind of

jockeying for position in an argument is quite common . It is

necessary, then , for a participant in such a conversation to be aware

of what strategies are being pursued by his partner and how to respond

to them . Understanding what argument strategies are being employed by

a conversational partner and using such information In the creation of

a response Is an integral part of the conversational process.

Another conversational level is level 4, which can be construed

to be a conversation about the emotional state of’ one of’ the

• • participants in the conversation:

CATEGORY : level 4: emotions of A
INPUT ANALY SIS: “You don’t love me anymore”
HOW WE KNOW : Violations of themes are always checked. When some

are violated they imply that their preconditions
are no longer valid. Here, HUSBAND rule 3 applies
and we can infer the above analysis from its
violation .

RESPONSE REQUIREM ENTS: Assure , sympathize , ignore, etc.
WHERE FROM: What to do is determined by the hearer’s emotional responses.
HOW WE KNOW WHAT TO SELECT: It is necessary to check the truth of

implicit assertions such as this. The
appropriateness of an explicit response
on this level is dependent on the current
emotional relationship and the desires of

• the speaker in this arg~~ent .

Here agaIn , although the conversation may never explicitly be

about how A is feeling , It  may be so implicitly. In fact, in this

conversation , as in many conversations between emotionally related

people , the conversation might be construed to be almost exclusively
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about that Issue. This Is of importance to the people in the

conversation because they may be expected to respond on level 14 at

any given time.

In our sample conversation A3 (“Aren ’t I company?”) can be ‘-

considered to be a statement at level. 14 meaning ‘You don’t love me, do

you?’ B’s response to that, (“It’s not the same”), can be understood

as explicitly Ignoring the issue, which in a sense, is a qualified

“yes you’re right .” This analysis can be seen as part of the reason

for the escalation of matters by A in A4. At this point she goes

directly on the attack, stating her suspicions overtly. This is

• consistent with B’s previous refusal to discuss the level 14 aspect of —

the conversation. That is, B has rejected A by not reassuring her

here. To see how level 14 can actually appear on the surface, we need

only change response 83 to “I still love you.” Such a response would

make no sense at any other level of’ conversational analysis or with

any other rules of continuity. Yet is is nevertheless an appropriate

response here bec ause level 4 has been implicitly brought up by A and

-
‘ 

can therefore be explicitly addressed by B if he so chooses. This can

only be done by tracking this level continuously throughout the

conversation .

People can also talk about their relationship in a conversation .

Here again, this conversational level is usually implicit but it is

also frequently brought to the surface. The rules here are as

follows :

CATEGORY: level 6: relationship of A and B
INPUT ANALYSIS: “Our relationship is in trouble ”
HOW WE KNOW: Rule I of the marriage theme has bean violated .

A . • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ •-. - — • - • ~~~~
-
~~-
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WHY WE LOOKED THERE: In talking to someone, we evaluate the
implications of what is said with respect to our
relationship with that person. The input
sentence violates one of the rules for
marriage. A violation of an interpersonal thematic
rule implies that a relationship may be shifting.

RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: Confirm , deny, or ignore.
WHERE FROM: To respond here, we must check to see how we feel

about the relationship and decide if it is worth
pursuing that line of discussion directly. Indirect
reassurance can be made by arguing that a theme
violation ~1as not actually occurred . This is what
B does here. A’s analysis of B’s response
should perceive a level 6 denial : (“No , our relationship
is not in trouble, you do not know the facts”).

• I The relationship between the individuals in a conversation is

• liable to become an explicit topic of’ conversation in exactly the same

way that the emotions of A were. For example , in AlO we see an

- I explicit statement about the relationship of A and B (“I want a

• divorce”). In a sense this entire conversation is about the

• relationship of A and B. We can imagine that the rules for deciding

what to say for both A and B used information about what they

perceived the other to be saying about their relationship throughout

the conversation.

In addition to rules about A and B themselves, an important pa~’t

of the implicit conversation taking place are the thematic rules

(discussed in section 2) themselves. When these rules are invoked by

the speaker, the hearer either (1) implicitly acknowledges their

validity by responding on other levels or (2) contradicts them by an

• explicit rejection .

• CATEGORY: level 9: beliefs
• INPUT ANALYSIS: “Husbands are supposed to be home with their
• wives at night”

“Husbands should tell wives what they do”
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HOW WE KNOW : Checking the husband role theme we find a
violation of rules 3 and 14• Statements that
implicitly refer to a role theme violation covertly
assert one’s belief in that role theme.

WHY WE LOOKED THERE: Beliefs about husbands’ behavior are relevant
when a wife is talking to a husband . The
husband role theme thus constitutes a
background against which inputs are checked.

RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: To ignore thi s level is to accept covert beliefs.
A belief must be countered if it is not shared.

WHERE FROM: To do this, one must consult one’s own beliefs.
HOW WE KNOW WHAT TO SELECT: Contradictory beliefs are selected to be

explicitly output if they exist. Thus if
B does not share A’s belief he can say
something like “Being married doesn’t
mean you are in jail you know.”

At this level of analysis, many implicit beliefs are being discussed

in the conversation. A belief—oriented interpretation of the

- 
• beginning of this conversation would look like the following:

Al:  Husbands should tell wives what they do.
81: That’s true.

A2: People don’t do things they don’t enjoy.

I 
• 82: True , but good company helps make dull things interesting .

A3: Yes , but a wife should be a good companion .
• 83: Friends are more interesting companions than wives.

This aspect of conversation focuses on the implicit agreements or

explicit disagreements concerning knowledge—based presuppositions

inherent in a statement. Another level of analysis concentrates on

underlying accusations or assertions about credibility. The level of

trust between two people is a function of credibility, and implicit

acceptances or rejections of information can reveal whether a speaker

is trusting or suspicious. In this conversation trust is a key (but

implicit) point for Al:

CATEGORY: level 12: truth and trust
INPUT ANALYSIS: “Why don’t you tell me where you go? It’s caus ing

me to not trust you.”
HOW WE KNOW: After finding the violations of’ rules 3 and 14 in the

husband theme, trust is inferred to be low. B can
respond to the relationship problem or belief problem
(above) or to the issue of trust.
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RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: Giving required information (if it is safe)
helps foster trust. The trust issue can also
be confronted head on. Such a confrontation will
have an affect on the dominance game .
Thus “Why don’t you trust me?” is legitimate
here and also puts A on the defensive.

A trust—oriented interpretation of the beginning of this conversation

would procede as follows :

Al: Why don’t you tell me where you go?
It’s causing me to not trust you.

Bi: I’ll tell you. There is no reason not to trust me.

A2: No reason? You are lying right now.
B2: No I’m not.

Using these rules that we have outlined , we can now examine some

of the other sentences in this conversation with an eye towards their

conceptual content on various levels of conversational analysis:

Bi: I went bowling with the boys.

81 responds to Al primarily at the direct Q-.A level. By responding to

the question in a straightforward manner, 81 also signals an

acceptance of role theme assumptions underlying Al on the level of

beliefs. The other five questions proposed by Al are not addressed by

this response.

A2: I thought you hated bowling.

Here are some possible interpretations of A2 using the thematic and

social rules mentioned above, together with the conversational levels

they address (L:1.ove, S=social, 14=aarriage, H~huaband):

1: You wouldn’t go bowling if you loved me. L2,S2,S3: levels 14,6,9

2: You must be trying to avoid me. 53: levels 14,6,9

3: I still don’t understand why you won’t
spend time with me. 113,1.2: levels 14,6,9
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1$: People don’t do things they
hate— I don’t believe you. S4: levels 9,12

5: What were you really doing? H5: levels 3,12

The actual response of B to A2 addresses some of these levels

explicitly (E) and some implicitly (I):

B2: It’s Ok when I have some company.

— 
• 1: I went with other people. 2E (updates knowledge state)

2: I didn ’t go with you you ’ll notice. L2,H3
71 (takes offensive here)
9E (modifies her belief about his belief)
141 (implicitly says that her emotions do not

matter)
61 (yes the relationship is in trouble)

3: I had fun without you.
• 9E (wives are not the only company for husbands)

61 (you do not satisfy my companionship needs)

A’ s response ( “Aren ’t I company?”) addresses levels 14,6 and 9. A3 can

be seen as a response to the implicit statements made above. The fact

that multiple interpretations seem possible indicates that a facility

for subjective understanding ( Carbonell 1979] must be at work. As

third party observers, we are far more conscious of the subjective

factors involved than we would be if we were first—party participants.

14. Conversational Topics

The notion of “topic” has been conspicuously absent from our

discussion thus far. But in fact, the strategy of multi—leveled

analysis carries some strong consequences for the notion of topics

(Schank 1977]. To see how, let us return to our conversation. The

first sentence is:

• (Al) Why were you out so late last night?

If we ask ourselves what the topic of this sentence is, we find that

U__ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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we have a diff icul t time defining i t .  Is the topic here B’ s lateness ,

or his whereabouts last night , or the reasons for both of those or

what? A simpler question to ask is what the expected response of Al

is. That is, what does A expect to hear back? This is the major

determinant in B’ s respon se , so from a process model point of’ view it

• is a much more germane question than that of determining the topic of

Al. In a sense then, since Al is a very specific question, its topic

is exactly equal to its expected response. As we have said , the key

element in creating a response is the attempt to ascertain what the

speaker had in mind for a response. When the speaker indicates

directly what response he had in mind , then the rules for responding

can work from there. For the moment, we will say that the topic of a

sentence is an expected response.

Topic of Al :  = REASON for Cl where Cl is the event

Cl :B IS OUT LATE LAST NIGHT

The problem here is with the idea of REASON . Clearly there are a

• great many reasons for a given event. The range of possible responses

to Al depends on the particular concept or concepts in Cl for which

REASONS are being requested. In fact, appropriate responses depend

crucially on the interpretation of the underlying meaning of Al as

determined by the hearer.

For example, any of these seven possible responses to Al would be

all right in the appropriate context:

1. I was out bowling.
• 2. Listen, I was home early the last seven nights in a rowl

3. Come on, I still love you.

_  • ~~~~~~~~~~ -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • • -
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14~ I just didn ’t have a chance to call you.
5. It is not necessary to spend every night with your wife.
6. I didn ’t know that you cared to go with me.
7. It was for business reasons.

• If, as we have assumed , these seven sentences can be appropriate

responses in the right context , then it is incumbent on a theory of

dialogue to explain this phenomenon. Notice that the notion of topic

as expected response will not work here. The expected response may

well be the reasons for Cl (B’s lateness), but this will not explain

why response 3 could ever be uttered and taken as relevant to the

conversation . The reason that it is relevant has to do with the

context of’ the conversation. To make this more explicit , we will

define context for our purposes as the extant themes in any situation.

• (A theme is defined in Schank and Abelson, 1977 as a kind of goal

generator for interpersonal relationships, societal relationships, and

• certain character traits.)

The themes that are relevant here are the HUSBAND role theme and

the LOVE theme, both of which help to establish the prior context of

• the situation. Basically the HUSBAND role theme which is used in Al

implicitly deals with the expectations that a wife can reasonably make

on a husband in our society. The LOVE theme deals with what lovers

expect from each other. The relevant pieces of these themes for the

purposes of this conversation were outlined above.

The use of this thematic information, plus some standard rules of’

inference , can help to explain why the above possible responses can

actually make sense. They make sense because the initial question

(Al) has been reconstructed by the hearer (B) into a new question or

statemen t that he has decided to respond to. The role of question

- - - - - 
- -• 

-• --4
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reconstruction has been investigated on a lower level of conceptual

analysis (Lehnert 1978), but the reconstructions we are proposing here

( involve a far more radical transformation of meaning . We will now

attempt to outline this process for each of these seven instances.

The original question was:

Al: Why were you out so late last night?

The first response above is actually a response to a reconstructed

question of the form :

1: Where were you last night?

This question is obtained by straightforward inference procedures of

the following sort: Al is examined and answered internally. In order

• 
• to express an answer of the sort “Because the bowling lasted a long

time” it is necessary for B to assess the knowledge of A to find if

she knew that “bowling” was where he had been. When the answer to

this is discovered to be negative, the question is internally

reconstructed to be “where were you last night” using the

conversational rule that all logically prior questions must be

answered first .

2: Why weren ’t you with me last night?

• This question is obtained by first doing the reconstruction necessary

for (1) and then checking the HUSBAND rol e theme to see if there is

any relevant rule there that might be the source of the reconstructed

question. Rule 3 from the husband role theme is found (Husbands are

• 
• -  
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supposed to spend the evening with their wives). This rule transforms

Al into (2).

3: You don’t love me anymore.

Two rules that match the reconstructed (1) are al so found in the LOVE

theme . LOVE rules 1 and 2 both speak to the issue of what someone who

loves someone is supposed to do in the evening . Since Cl violates

this rule the underlying LOVE theme itself is open to question.

(Notice that this does not happen with role themes such as husband .

We would not expect that his actual status as husband can be

questioned . But LOVE is an interpersonal theme, and since

interpersonal themes can change more easily, they can be called into

question , thus producing (3)).

• • 14: Why don’t you tell me what you do?

Rule 14 from the HUSBAND theme is used here. This works the same way

that rule 3 was used for (2) above.

• 5: Our relationship is in trouble.

• The MARRIAGE theme has a kind of script for good and bad marriages.

The “unhappy” path in the MARRIAGE theme outlines some characteristics

of a bad marriage. When one of these is matched (B going out alone)

it can be the source of a question. Thus the reconstruction process

comes up with (5).

6: Don’t you like spending time with me?

Sometimes themes can combine to produce a question. To reconstruct 

-
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(6) both rule 1 from the LOVE theme and rule 3 from the HUSBAND theme

are used.

7: Husbands are supposed to be home with their wives at night.

There are many ways to actually reconstruct a question using the same

rules. (7) is an example of HUSBAND role theme rule 3 applied

slightly differently. The question has been reconstructed into a

statement that is a reiteration of the thematic rule itself. In this

case an answer can be a discussion of the validity of the rule or of

conditions on the rule that allow for exceptions. In a sense then ,

what we would have here is a discussion of the rule itself. A says

that husbands should be home, and B says ‘well , not every night’.

What we can see from all this is that a conversational topic can

span a number of conceptual information types. There is a sense in

which a question is being responded to on one level , while it is being

explicitly ignored on another. Another way of saying this is that

there are a variety of different conversations going on at once.

Given this perspective, conversational topics must exist at many

levels concurrently. A decomposition of topics into multiple levels

of analysis would account for the great flexibility conversations

display in terms of what are usually thought to be topic shifts. If a

topic is identified in terms of conversational levels, the problem of

• analyzing many transitions which appear to be topic shifts, will

reduce to a problem of choosing one conceptual level over another when

formulating responses.
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5. Conclusions

A multi—faceted approach to conversational analysis is necessary

in order to build a program that is capable of sensible conversational

reponse. Since people do not restrict themselves to a single level of

conceptual information, it follows that multi—level analysis will be

I I crucial for conversational computer programs as well. The twelve

I~ I levels of conversation that we have presented may not be the most

appropriate decomposition strategy; we will be able to determine a

correct set of them only by attempting to actually construct a program

that analyzes sentences and comes up with appropriate responses.

- 

• 

Clearly such a program will need a data base of world knowledge,

episodic knowledge, goals and emotional relationships in order to
- 

• converse effectively. We are currently working on specifying exactly

how it will all work.

• By way of conclusion, our final example is intended to illustrate

the complexity of this problem by examining AlO. At this point in the

conversation, A could explicitly respond to B on nearly any

conversational level. The last statement of B was:

B9: All right. I was at Joe’s house. We had a few beers
-

• 
and smoked some dope. I didn’t want to tell you
because I know you can’t stand Joe.

This can be responded to on each level as follows:
* 

1. Direct Q—A : How can you stand Joe?
2. Knowledge State: Why didn ’t you tell me that in the first place?

I really like Joe , I just never told you about
my change of heart about him .

3. Dominance Games: Well I’ve got news for you. I’ve been seeing Joe
when you actually do go bowling .

it. ~~ottons of A: I can’t love a person who lies to me like that .
5. ~~ot ions of B: You couldn’t love me and be friends with him .
6. Relationship of A and B: I want a divorce.

• 7. Argi.uent strategy: You mean you created this giant argt ent out of
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just that little thing?
8. Import: That’s what you were worried about? I don’t care about that.
9. Implicit Beliefs: You were smoking dope? That’s immoral. I won’t

stand for it.
10. Points: That’s my point exactly. You are a liar.
11. Topic Shifts: (The topic has not been shifted so this is also

inappropriate.)
12. Truth and trust: How can I trust you after you lied to me like

that?

In addition to what we have listed above, it is also possible to

combine many of the levels in one response . (Indeed it was quite

difficult to avoid doing that in what was written above.)

To effectively model conversation then, it is necessary to find

• the levels at which we people operate , the rules people use to relate

inputs to these levels, the methods of response generation appropriate

at each of these levels, and the rules people use to select from —
alternative responses. When we have understood how to do all this, we

will have made a start at analyzing the process of conversation and

will then be ready to attempt the construction of an automated

conversationalist.
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